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THE DIAL.

No. 69 Michaelmas Term, 1931.

Editorial.
FOR the first time in the history of The Dial a sad 

duty has fallen on its Editor. The passing of 
Dr Fitzpatrick brings to a close a chapter as varied and 
as important, as beautiful and as illustrious as any in 
the five centuries of the life of the College. The 
President is spoken of elsewhere in this magazine in 
words far more fitting than any we can hope to find 
and it is better for us to honour his memory in silence 
rather than attempt an eulogy that would be re
dundant and perhaps unfitting.

This event must of necessity overshadow anything 
else recorded in The Dial though we commend to your 
notice two of the articles that follow—“That ‘College 
Spirit’!” and “Protest.” Both are directly calculated 
to sting you into action, and even, we hope, violent 
action. Both involve questions of importance in college 
life, and we invite you to voice your views on the 
issues raised. We are ever more frequently told that 
it is the duty of every man to have his own opinions 
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2 The Dial

on the problems that touch his life directly; here is 
an obvious case for putting that excellent doctrine into 
practice. We do not, after the manner of “Christmas 
Double Numbers”, invite you to regale yourselves 
on “the good things within”, or display competitions 
with splendid prizes as the bait for your interest. We 
do not even suggest that we offer you “an unsurpassed 
intellectual banquet”, but we certainly are of the 
opinion that the contents of this number should make 
you think, “if never such a little.”

It only remains for us now to wish you the com
pliments of the season, which we do with equal 
pleasure and enthusiasm.

Thomas Cecil Fitzpatrick.
THE death of the President on Wednesday, October 

28 has left a grievous gap in the Society of the 
College, and in the University at large a void difficult 
indeed to fill. For he belonged to a type in which 
the spiritual and the practical are fused in a single 
warm-hearted personality; and such men have never 
been common in academic life. It is on record that 
when he quitted Christ’s for Queens’, John Greaves, 
Bursar of the former college, said to a Bursar of the 
latter: “Take him all in all, he is the best man I 
know.” And Bursars of Cambridge Colleges are not 
given to random phrases.
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The actual facts of the President’s career are set forth 

with characteristic brevity in the pages of Who’s Who? 
and receive more adequate treatment from a well- 
informed and sympathetic writer in the Times of 
October 30. I shall therefore feel free to dwell rather 
on the general impression produced by him on the mind 
of one who has—it is true—no special right to speak, 
but can at least claim to have known and loved him 
for close upon thirty years.

The most obvious trait in his mental equipment was, 
I suppose, sheer business capacity—an almost unerring 
grasp of the essential data in any given situation and 
of the right means to employ for making the most of 
them. This was with him, as with some business 
magnates, a matter of intuition, not of reasoning. He 
had that rare perceptive power, more frequent perhaps 
in women than in men, which reads off the answer 
without doing the sum. At least, one never heard him 
argue a point at any length. He would be silent about 
it for a while and then come out with a quite definite 
opinion, ready formed and announced in earnest, to be 
accepted or rejected, but scarcely to be altered. He 
told me once that in early days, soon after he had 
gained his Fellowship at Christ’s, the choice between 
two careers had presented itself to him—Man of 
Science, or Man of Affairs? He had taken stock of 
his own abilities and deliberately decided that his 
talents lay in the latter, not the former, direction. 
Accordingly, instead of devoting time to Research, he 
threw himself with zest into the affairs of his College, 
the affairs of his University, and—to an extent hardly 
realized even by his friends—into helpful activities at 
Bedford and elsewhere. It was characteristic of his 
courage and clear sight that, though he was a scientist, 
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he took Orders at a time when science and religion were 
commonly to be found in opposite camps; and of his 
disinterestedness that while he was Dean of Christ’s he 
refused an offer of an appointment in the Church, which 
he would have liked to accept, but could not reconcile 
with his obligations to his College.

The President’s business gifts went far towards 
making an ideal Vice-Chancellor, and his tenure of 
that high office in 1915–1917, during the difficult 
years of the War, was fraught with benefit to the men 
abroad as well as to the men at home. In 1928, when 
for a second time he took up the onerous task, it proved 
too heavy even for his shoulders and he broke down 
beneath the weight. Yet the fact that he was repeat
edly asked to serve as Deputy Vice-Chancellor is proof 
enough that the University was alive to his merits.

Not unconnected with his intuitive grasp of affairs 
was his singular acuteness of observation. Nothing 
escaped the Presidential eye. It might be the merest 
detail—a sow-thistle in the rose-bed, a cigarette-end on 
the path, a cobweb on the cornice. The minute defect 
must needs be remedied, and remedied forthwith. A 
fortiori in matters of greater moment, once he had 
noticed an imperfection, he left no stone unturned to 
amend it. This constant habit of bettering things 
underlay his really remarkable record of College 
improvements. There is no court or range of buildings 
at Queens’ that does not bear the obvious impress of 
his hand.

If he was interested in things, he was still more 
interested in persons. As President he knew every man 
belonging to the College—not merely his name, but 
his work, his prospects, and to a large extent his habits 
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and character. He was even at pains to memorize the 
names on each staircase, that he might get some idea 
of the men’s entourage. He took a particular interest 
in the performance of the College Boats and the 
progress of notable oarsmen. College games in general 
meant much to him, and he was eager that every man, 
by the formation of Third Teams or otherwise, should 
be given a chance to play them. Many seniors, as years 
pass, tend to lose touch with individual juniors. Not 
so the President. He was head of the House, and—in 
his hospitable view as in that of his wife—every 
member of the Household was reckoned a member of 
his family. This, I think, was one reason why the 
President was adverse from indefinite expansion of 
the College: he wished to retain his personal relations 
with every member of it. And here it must be added 
that he always insisted upon treating old Queens’ men 
as an essential part of the whole. The success of the 
College Club, with its dinners in Cambridge or London, 
its Annual Report, and its up-to-date List of Addresses, 
is in large measure the outcome of his “Past and 
Present” policy.

All this genuine interest in Undergraduate life and 
concern for Undergraduate welfare would have been 
impossible had there not been something boyish about 
the man himself. His frank, unaffected friendliness 
was a passport to the hearts of all who met him. If 
you were in trouble, you were sure of the President’s 
sympathy and help: more than one Queens’ man could 
tell of his kindness to those who came or returned to 
Cambridge after the War, hurt in mind or body. And 
those who knew him best were aware of the steady 
loyalty and warmth of his feelings. For his private 
correspondence he always refused to use a typewriter 
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(though some of the correspondents wished that he 
would) on the ground that handwriting is more express
ive of personality. Such letters he signed “Yours 
affectionately,” and the recipient knew that he meant 
it.

Of the President’s unobtrusive generosity to friends 
innumerable, many of them quite humble folk, nothing 
can here be said. Nor is there space to dwell on all 
that he did for the encouragement and support of the 
College Mission. But it was the College Chapel to 
which his thoughts turned first and last. He loved its 
services, and he longed that they should be to others 
what they bad been to him. Brought up himself in the 
old Evangelical tradition, he yet with a wide sympathy 
found room for men of very divergent views, and was 
content, when extremists wrangled, to possess in 
patience the strong central position. His sermons were 
brief well planned addresses delivered with a minimum 
of notes and a maximum of sincerity, to an audience 
that is not likely to forget them.

This year of all years was to the President an annus 
mirabilis. He had attained the age of seventy. He 
had spent fifty years in Cambridge, twenty-five of them 
at Christ’s, twenty-five at Queens’. In a sense his task 
was ended and the burden could be laid aside. But in 
another sense his work is unending. For a life so 
consistent cannot but be an abiding inspiration to those 
who shall come after. If we would get below the 
surface and reach the source of his influence, we should 
find it in the simple fact that while he lived and 
laboured in this world, he derived his strength from 
the other. “For they that say such things declare 
plainly that they seek a country......”

A. B. C.
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Floreat Domus.
News of Old Queens’ Men.

(The date after each name is the date of taking B.A.).

DISTINCTIONS, APPOINTMENTS, ETC.
Dr A. B. Cook has been appointed the first Laurence Professor 

of Classical Archaeology.
J. A. Chalmers (1926), Ph.D., Cambridge.
D. B. Cater (1929), Llewellyn Scholarship, Charing Cross Medical 

School.
A. M. Lester (1931), Burney Yeo Exhibition, King’s College Hos

pital.

ECCLESIASTICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Rt Rev. Bishop Gill (1883), Chaplain at Hyères, France.
W. H. Braine (1889), Vicar of Great and Little Eversden (College 

Living).
F. W. Dwelley (1906), Dean in the New Chapter of Liverpool 

Cathedral.
G. H. Roper (1910), Vicar of Keresley with Coundon, Coventry.
R. J. Hitchcock (1910), Vicar of Milford on Sea, Hants.
D. Hoole (1911), Rector of Hathern, Leicester.
W. S. Dobson (1913), Vicar of Pulloxhill, Bedford.
J. H. M. Barrow (1915), Vicar of St James, Moss Side, Manchester.
A. H. Cullen (1915), Principal of St John’s College, Grahamstown, 

elected Bishop of Grahamstown, S. Africa.
W. S. A. Robertson (1916), Vicar of St Ives, Hunts.
N. S. Kidson, M.C. (1916), Vicar of Priors Lee, Wellington, Salop.
F. H. Pickering (1924), Vicar of St Nicholas, Durham.
M. C. Garton (1927), Missionary Work in Peking.

Ordained Deacons.
H. C. Alexander (1924), St John’s, Sparkhill, Birmingham.
L. S. Thorp (1926), St Simon’s, Plymouth.
M. Parsons (1928), Tutor at St John’s Hall, Highbury.
R. G. Clarke (1929), Huddersfield Parish Church.
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A. Scott (1929), Christ Church, Harpurhey, Manchester.
J. F. D. Trimingham (1929), Christ Church, Gipsy Hill.
C. F. Walters (1929), St Mary’s, Bideford.
E. H. Burbidge (1930).
T. H. Sutcliffe (1930), Adlington Parish Church, Lancs.

EDUCATIONAL.
E. W. Hickie (1913), H.M. Inspector of Schools.
H. L. Watkinson (1914), Headmaster of Marlborough Secondary 

School.
W. O. Chantler (1922), Headmaster of Sandgate School, Esher.
W. T. Marsh (1922), Headmaster of St Albans’ School.
S. G. Budgett, Headmaster of Sandgate School, Esher.
P. J. Darr (1927), Assistant Master, County School for Boys, 

Gravesend.
G. C. Harding (1928), Assistant Professor, Francis Xavier Univer

sity, Antigonish, Nova Scotia.
C. W. Ward (1929), Instructor in English, Ministry of Public In

struction, Bangkok.
M. Black (1930), Assistant Master, Royal Grammar School, New

castle-on-Tyne.
H. Coombes (1930), Assistant Master, Wednesbury High School.
A. J. Thomas (1930), Assistant Master, Chard School, Somerset.
C. W. Ayerst (1931), Assistant Master, Preparatory School, Langton 

Matravers, Dorset.
C. T. Ayre (1931), “Assistant Anglais,” Lycée Lakanal, Sceaux, 

Seine, France.
L. W. R. Cox (1931), Assistant Master, Aldenham School.
J. L. Hinton (1931), Assistant Master, St George’s School, Van

couver.

GENERAL.
C. F. Addlesee (1931), Traffic Apprentice, L.M.S. Railway at Brad

ford.
K. C. Bailey (1931), St Thomas’s Hospital, London.
L. A. Brown (1931), Cuddesdon College, Oxford.
D. H. Bruton (1931), Articled to a solicitor.
W. L. Clough (1931), with J. & P. Coats, Ltd, Cotton Manu

facturers, Paisley.
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W. H. Diamond (1931), Working in a German crane and structural 

engineering works at Benrath-an-Rhin.
B. S. Dove (1931), Reading for the Bar.
J. L. Evans (1931), Articled to the Town Clerk of Portsmouth.
I. C. Fletcher (1931), Middlesex Hospital.
G. L. A. Hick (1931), Wycliffe Hall, Oxford.
R. W. B. Izzard (1931), Editorial Staff, Daily Mail, Berlin.
J. N. Jefferson (1931), R.A.F., Sealand, Chester.
A. F. Martindale (1931), Civil Engineering.
P. C. D. May (1931), Chartered Accountancy in London.
A. G. R. Mooring (1931), Administrative Service, Nigeria.
J. E. L. Newbigin (1931), Inter-Collegiate Secretary of the Student 

Christian Movement in Glasgow.
T. Padmore (1931), Inland Revenue Department, Somerset House.
R. C. Politeyan (1931), Solicitor’s Office, Epsom.
R. J. Rackham (1931), 
O. E. Thomas (1931), Engineering in Renfrew.

B. A. Walton (1931), Reading for the Bar.
D. O. Wharton (1931), Manchester Royal Infirmary.

MARRIAGES.
Rev. P. J. Heaton (1921), to Miss A. I. S. Pearce, at Calcutta, 

16 November, 1931.
G. V. J. Maxted (1921), to Miss Anne Charlesworth, 13 June, 1931.
Rev. W. H. Oswald (1922), to Miss Joan Stewart Wilson, 14 Feb

ruary, 1931.
P. J. Darr (1927), to Miss Freda Rowlands, 3 August, 1931.
N. G. Wykes (1928), to Miss Ann Penelope Boyd, 1 September, 1931.
R. W. V. Robins, to Miss Alice Kathleen Knight, 23 April, 1931.
Rev. E. W. Bull (1928), to Miss Doris Jeffrey, 3 October, 1931.

OBITUARY.
Rev. Prebendary A. J. Ingram (1864), for nearly 40 years Rector 

of St Margaret’s, Lothbury: Vice-President of the Queens’ College 
Club. 17 January, 1931.

Rev. J. Jarvis (1882), one time Vicar of Oakington. April, 1931.
A. G. Weddell (1885). May. 1931.
Rev. A. E. Houffe (1891). February, 1931.
I. G. Kelly (1907). January, 1931.

B
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Reginalia.

WE offer our warmest congratulations to Dr Cook 
on his appointment to the new Laurence 

Chair of Classical Archaeology. He gave his Inaugural 
Lecture on Saturday, Nov. 7th, and some account of this, 
in its lighter aspects at any rate, appears later in this 
number.

Our congratulations also to the following—
C. A. J. Barrington on gaining his Trial Cap.
J. K. Lawrence and D. MacFarlane on their inclusion 

in the team to represent the University Ski Club against 
Oxford in Canada during the Vacation.

During the Long Vacation a new building made its 
appearance in Pump Court to provide adequate ac
commodation for the waiters and kitchen staff. We 
understand that there was considerable difference of 
opinion as to whether the new building should be of 
red brick to harmonise with that of the Erasmus Stair
case, or of yellow to match that of the Essex building. 
We congratulate the architects on their compromise— 
a red brick which will before long tone well with the 
Tudor work, and stone window-fittings and lead 
gutters and pipes to match those of Essex. Both from 
an architectural and a practical point of view the work 
is pronounced a great success.
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During the Long Vacation the clerestory walls of the 

Chapel have been colourwashed and part of the east 
clerestory wall has been redecorated. Besides this 
improvement an alteration has been made in the light- 
ing of the east end by placing two floodlights on the 
corners of the canopies of the stalls. We also hear that 
an anonymous donor has presented the Chapel with a 
figure of one of our patron saints—St Bernard—to fill 
one of the two niches in the east wall. The figure 
chosen will be in oak, partly coloured, and is taken 
from the St Bernard in the famous Crucifixion group 
by Fra Angelico on the walls of San Marco in Florence.

The Hughes Essay Prize.
The Hughes Essay Prizes have been awarded as fol

lows :
For a Latin Essay: prize awarded to D. H. Sconce. 

proxime accessit G. E. Kirk.
For an English Essay: first prize not awarded, 

second prize awarded to M. S. Bartlett.

At the beginning of the term The Dial sent out printed 
cards to all members of the college who went down last 
June in an endeavour to collect information as to their 
present doings—both for the purpose of record, and 
for the enlightenment of present members of the col
lege. Less than half of the cards came back to the 
Editor. May we ask, in the interests of our successors 
next Michaelmas, that if the experiment is repeated 
and cards are sent to those who go down this year, 
they will be more punctilious in returning them with
out delay.
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Protest.
JOB might have made a good Editor for a college 

magazine. Yet even his patience and long suffer
ing would not perhaps have been adequate. The fact 
is that the Editorial office has been reduced to despair. 
On every side we are assailed by carping critics who 
say, “Oh, The Dial—there’s a putrid affair if you like; 
the stuff in it is absolutely hopeless. Of course I never 
read it!” The argument, Mr Reader, is very sound! 
If The Dial is a rotten production, how may we improve 
it? So far, from all our assailants, we have managed 
to extort only three definite suggestions—that we get 
something “a bit low,” that we double the size of the 
page, and that we get better and more interesting 
articles. The first disposes of itself—the owner of such 
a mind might profitably spend sixpence elsewhere. 
The second suggestion has already been mooted at a 
committee meeting and rejected on the grounds of 
disturbing the printers, and also the binders of previous 
copies. Nevertheless it shall be raised again. With 
the third suggestion we come to the crux of the matter.

A college magazine must of necessity, of its essential 
nature, be a peculiar production—partaking in a way 
of the nature of a sandwich. It must begin with an 
Editorial and the general college information which we 
group under the head of ‘Reginalia.’ It must end with 
a series of reports from the different games clubs and 
college societies. Between these two layers of bread 
we wish to put the meat—or, if you prefer it, the jam— 
of the sandwich. What kind of filling is suitable ? We 
suggest, and invite, anything that the ingenuity and the 
inclination of the college can produce. We are 
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answered with nothing or almost nothing. We even 
have to go round breathing fire and threatening death 
in order to extort the reports from the secretaries. Is 
it that all the budding geniuses and journalists in our 
midst are loath to “waste their sweetness on the desert 
air”? We might suggest, en passant, that if a little 
more sweetness was produced it might alter the quality 
of the desert air itself so that the word waste could no 
longer be applicable. Is it possible that our potential 
contributors are mindful of the proverb that “ fools rush 
in where angels fear to tread,” and guard their dignity 
with a frigid care? Is it because we offer no rewards 
in hard cash for the articles we print? Remember 
however, sir, that your words will be read in The 
Dial—several hundred copies of it—in all the ends of 
the earth. In these days when publicity is so much 
demanded that at least is something. We are daring 
enough to think however that the true source of all our 
troubles is sloth. Genius is not wanting when it is 
a question of college societies or of speaking in debates 
at the Union!

Why then should not a little of this energy be turned 
to account for the benefit of your fellow readers of—or 
subscribers to—The Dial?

We have grovelled enough—though it does seem the 
least impossible way of moving you to action. The 
magazine is the affair of the College and not of the 
Committee, and if you want it, you yourselves must 
write for it. Your nurses, though unpaid save with 
kicks and abuse, are willing enough to bring up your 
child—but only if you have the energy and the interest 
to bring it food yourselves.

The Office Boy.
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The Inaugural Lecture 
OF THE FIRST 

Laurence Professor of Classical 
Archaeology.

ON Saturday, November 7th, Professor A. B. Cook 
gave his Inaugural Lecture as the first Laurence 

Professor of Classical Archaeology. The title of his 
lecture was “The Rise and Progress of Classical 
Archaeology, with special reference to the University of 
Cambridge.”

To those of us who know Professor Cook only from 
his entertaining speeches in “Dons’ Debates” it comes 
as no surprise that he can deal with a subject which 
many people dismiss as dull, in such an extremely live 
and interesting manner. His whole address infuses— 
or rather draws out—the vitality from what is essen
tially an academic science.

It is pleasing to the struggling student to find that 
among the great characters in the history of archaeology 
there are some who are far from infallible. Professor 
Cook spoke for instance of one of the early Italians 
spoiling his exposition of a Latin decree through 
mistranslation of the word ‘pomerium’ as an ‘apple 
orchard’ instead of a ‘boundary area.’ Later on he 
mentioned an error of the famous Dr Stukely whose 
zeal in his discoveries sometimes overcame his dis
cretion. Finding a coin the lettering of which was 
obscure, he invented an empress called ‘ORIUNA,’ but 
it now turns out that this was merely a misreading of 
the commonplace word ‘FORTUNA.’ Even more 
curious is the remark of Sir Christopher Wren who, when 
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discussing the adornment of his library at Trinity 
with plaster casts, remembered that “there are Flemish 
artists who doe them cheape.”

Professor Cook quoted a most amusing extract from 
the Family Memoirs of Dr Stukely which throws light 
on the life of 18th Century ‘medicoes.’ “This winter 
(1705),” writes the Doctor, “I went again to Chymical 
lectures with Seignor Vigani at his laboratory in 
Queens’ College......At this time my Tutor gave me a 
room in the college to dissect in, & practice Chymical 
Experiments, which had a very strange appearance 
with my Furniture in it, the wall was generally hung 
round with Guts, stomachs, bladders, preparations of 
parts and drawings. I had sand furnaces, Calots, 
Glasses & all sorts of Chymical implements... Here I 
and my Associats often dind upon the same table as 
our dogs lay upon. I often prepared the pulvis 
fulminans & sometime surprizd the whole College with 
a sudden explosion. I cur’d a lad once of an ague with 
it by a fright.”

To any but the most observant the references to the 
classical influences in Cambridge buildings are as 
surprising as they are interesting. How many under
graduates know for example that Father Neptune and 
“Camus’ reverend sire” decorate St John’s bridge, or 
that Europa on her bull and Andromeda chained to a 
rock daily challenge the sense of gallantry and chivalry 
of all Clare men who cross the bridge?

Professor Cook gives the lie to all those who dismiss 
the science of archaeology as dull. The history of the 
science is composed of the life work of men of the 
greatest energy and adventure as well as of the 
profoundest scholarship. An outstanding figure was 
Professor Middleton. Always concerned with the 
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technical problems, there seemed to be no length to 
which he would not go to discover the secret of some 
process. His curiosity led him everywhere. “He had 
crossed the Rockies to Salt Lake City and stalked 
Digger Indians in California. He had visited Morocco 
and had penetrated the Great Mosque at Fez, disguised 
as a pilgrim. He had been in prison in Arabia, where 
he shared the cell of a cut-throat and fished for bread 
and black olives from the prison window......he had 
ventured in a boat up the Cloaca Maxima getting his 
direction (so he said) from the rumble of the traffic 
overhead.” Nothing could quench his insatiable thirst 
for knowledge.

Such is the study of the archaeological branch of 
Classics as Professor Cook sees it. A study so vital 
in its grip that it led the Italians of the 14th Century 
to live the life of the Ancients, to talk Latin, and, on 
great occasions, to wear wreaths of laurel. Its history 
is one of the struggles of great men with a sincere love 
for classical study. “It is the old story of individual 
interest, individual devotion, individual sacrifice.”

[Were it not for the fact that we suspect that our contributor has not 
told the whole tale, that there is more to it than the ‘fun and 
games’ here reported, we should suggest that there would be a 
large and immediate rush in the direction of Little St Mary’s 
Lane.—Ed.]
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That ‘College Spirit’.

WHAT’S wrong with Queens’? We anticipate two 
answers. Firstly there is the man who will 

say with an air of disgust “There’s no College Spirit. 
The College is full of a lot of miserable intellectual 
‘wets’, who either bury themselves in their work and 
don’t care a hang about the College, or else go about 
trying to be ‘aesthetic’, thinking it beneath their 
dignity to be interested in anything, and a positive 
sin to be enthusiastic.” Much the same condemnation 
has been brought against nearly every house in nearly 
every public school at some time or another. Secondly 
there is the man who says with an air of disdain: 
“There’s far too much rot about the College Spirit. 
Too much of the beastly ‘public school spirit’ which 
men ought to have grown out of when they left their 
public schools.”

This is rather true. The public school spirit in the 
public school may be desirable, may be necessary, may 
be neither; but at least it is in the right place if 
any place is right. Having been bound by it for 
four or five years at school boys have learnt, or 
should have learnt, whatever it has to teach. Having 
learnt at school to be one of a herd, men should 
learn at Cambridge to be individuals. Until the age 
of nine boys believe what their parents teach them; 
they act, more or less, as their parents make them. 
From 9 to 14 they are either still under the irresistible 
influence of parents, or else under the even less 
desirable influence of some prep. school, where they 
learn the sacred rules of what is done and what is 
not done. For a middle-age convention there is 

C
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substituted an artificial convention consisting of at
traction to, or repulsion from, the ideas of their 
pastors and masters, and a holy terror of doing any
thing different from anybody else. So to a public 
school where, unless they are exceptionally strong- 
minded, they are soon caught and held by the most 
tyrannical conventionin the world. They learn to 
worship the body in a half-ashamed and rather secre
tive sort of way; they detest ‘swats’; they hate boys 
who lay claim to any individuality or question the 
sacredness of their traditions; they rebel against 
‘chapels’ because they have to keep them with such 
monotous frequency. They conform to type.

It is dangerous to generalize in this way; and it 
can be questioned whether any individual ever con
formed exactly to a type of this kind. But there is 
in this generalization a large factor of truth. That 
is the public school convention, and if boys do not 
conform to it they react against it—often equally 
foolishly. Those men who have had the blessing (or 
is it a curse?) of going to a boarding school from the 
age of 14 to the age of 19 are so imbued either with 
devotion to, or else with hatred of, ‘the public school 
spirit’ that they can only think in terms of it. Coming 
up to the University they either look frantically for 
a Rugger team they can play in, soak themselves in 
the athletic cult, worship ‘Hawks’ and ‘Blues’, 
‘Cherubs’ and ‘Kangars’, and thank Heaven that 
they no longer have to go to chapel; or else they 
scoff at all games, take a pride in not knowing 
whether there are any ‘Blues’ in their college or not, 
and regard the ‘Kangaroos’ as childish; they laugh 
at the idea of the college being a united body, and 
take a delight in saying what a rotten college it is.
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Both types equally are slaves to the public school 

tradition. The essential for a satisfactory conception 
of the ‘College’ is that men should rid themselves of 
the old ideas of convention and loyalty. First and 
foremost every man should seek individuality. He 
should be forced neither by convention nor by revolt 
from convention. Any attempt to build up a ‘College 
Spirit’ on the public school conception of the all- 
importance of House and School, and on the slavish 
obedience to convention is bound to fail. Similarly 
any attempt to make men live as isolated individuals 
repudiating all ideas of loyalty to a Community and 
respect for communal habits must fail. The college 
can only exist satisfactorily as a body of free individuals, 
living freely and individually, but finding the satisfac
tion of their social needs in the college community. 
In other words, the college can have no communal 
life without a universal toleration and an absolute 
recognition of the freedom of the individual.

“L’homme est né libre, et partout il est dans les fers.” 
That of course is inevitable. “The freedom of the in
individual” does not mean Rousseau-ism: it does mean 
the abandonment of the public-school ideas that certain 
things are sacred and whoever does not believe in them 
must be suppressed. If we must have sacred beliefs, 
universally enforced, let us at least have beliefs which 
have some sort of rational foundation and some sort 
of practical value. There is no kind of reason why men 
should be expected to behave at the University like exag
gerated public schoolboys. The greatest danger of the 
public-school tradition is simply that men never learn 
to select what is desirable in it and reject the fatuous, 
but go through life schoolboys to the end. There are 
few things more pathetic or more despicable than the 
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old man of 70 whose sole interest lies in the ’Varsity 
Rugger side. Surely then the value of the University 
is to teach men that there is a higher ideal than ‘my 
country, right or wrong,’ and that they themselves are 
responsible for themselves. And if each man is re
sponsible for himself, then it is his right and his business 
to make of himself an individual person, and to recog
nize the right of others to do the same however much 
he may disapprove of the individual they produce.

Every man is a self-governing individual, (always 
subject to the provision that he does not interfere unduly 
with other men) and every individual is a social being. 
Here then is the function of the College—a free collec
tion of separate individuals, differing in their views 
and in their tastes, but all finding the social atmosphere 
which they choose. For men with literary tastes ‘The 
Erasmus Society,’ for men with religious minds, ‘The 
Guild of St Bernard’ or ‘The Ryle Society’: up to a 
certain point organized societies meet the social needs 
of the individual. But there are far more tastes than 
societies can provide for, and far more satisfying human 
relationships than they can bring about. Man is an 
organizing animal, and he must form clubs and societies. 
Nor are they without use: but they are not all. The 
individual can only exist ultimately in his relations 
to other individuals, and it is in the College that he 
should find the social environment he needs, not 
obsessed with schoolboy traditions, nor yet infatuated 
by a reaction from them.

Paul Weston.

[By printing this article we do not hold ourselves responsible for its 
opinions, nor do we take sides in this question one way or another. 
We shall be extremely glad to hear your views on this subject, 
either in an article or in a letter.—Ed.].
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An Italian Harvest Day.

COOLING breezes fan the cracked fields as the 
monastery bell calls the faithful to Mass. The 

sturdy maize is bowing its thick leaves and the young 
bamboos are whispering. The cypresses sway gracefully 
while the water of the cloister fountain ceaselessly 
drops upon the petals of the thirsty carnations. Slowly 
the peasants wend their way to church. Brothers in 
shuffling sandals leave their cells and hurry through the 
sun shafts of the cloister to the obscure Mass.

Laziness is in the air. The sun beats down upon the 
blazing road. Not a breath of wind shakes the dust- 
laden hedges. There is no water amid the polished 
stones of the river bed to justify a bridge, and yet there 
it stands straining its arched back to preserve the level 
of the road. Parched grasses thrust their heads out of 
its base and purple thistles defy the bareness of the 
powdering brick. Nimble lizards jerk their way along 
the walls, clinging to the roughness with their burnished 
feet. Now they bask in the sun, and now they slide 
behind some jagged stone. Flies, small bright green 
and black, or big and blue, flit this way and that playing 
their eternal game of catch who can.

The stunted shadows of midday see drowsy workers 
trudge back along the road. A well earned meal and 
the quiet siesta of the Italian summer day await them 
on their return. Each with his empty Tuscan flask 
stuck in the bulging pockets of his coat enjoys the 
welcome shadow of his broad black hat. Soon each 
will do justice to his steaming pasta and crimson wine, 
while his bronzed, broad backed wife prattles to the 

D
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crowd of happy children. Dully he will stare at the 
last embers of the fire and the row of water pots by the 
open door. The cracks go on widening in the roof and 
here and there some bricks sink lower in the floor.

With sparks flying in the gathering gloom the engine 
hurls the last whisps of straw to the top of the stack. 
Lamps reveal shadowy figures moving here and there. 
One man controls the stream of fresh brown corn, while 
others weigh and load the sacks. Around each lamp 
is a busy group. Close by is the farmhouse, and the 
light, streaming from the open door, shows a circle of 
plates laid beneath a canopy of vines, with their clusters 
of luscious grapes.

At the sound of the bell the work slows down. The 
sparks die out and the lamps move away. Buxom farm 
wives bearing steaming dishes of polenta and chicken 
hasten to fill the plates again and again. Willing 
hands pass round the wine from last year’s grapes and 
soon the bent backs straighten out and the clatter of 
plates is lost in the babel of voices.

At last the sacks are added up and the oxen are 
brought round and in response to the shouts of en
couragement from their masters pull the engines and 
the carts away. So all go homewards along the moon- 
lit roads to sleep and start again.

R. C. P.
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Strange....
AS I sat before the fire and watched an ember 

That was fading, dying, dropping in the grate, 
And thought funny things that I remember, 
Quite heedless of the fact that it was late, 
Another bloke, who sat there with me dreaming, 
In the pauses from discussing Love and Life, 
Slowly broke into the heavy silence, seeming 
To carve each word in putty with a knife.

He told me I was strange—in fact aesthetic:— 
I assured him I was beardless, and wore socks:— 
He reiterated, firm, apologetic, 
That I looked it, though it gave my system shocks. 
He repeated, “You’re an aesthete,” quite emphatic, 
And apologised if he had roused my ire; 
But I became internally ecstatic, 
And the compliment set all my pride afire. 
For I’ve often felt inside me, in my madness, 
That my solid skull holds more than meets the eye; 
And thus my vainest dreams were dipped in gladness, 
As a faded rag is coloured up with dye.

I’ve often thought, when no one else would know it, 
When I’m singing in the bath, and feeling free, 
That I was born to be a real poet— 
And he says it’s coming out for all to see!

Yet I’ve just been reading through this piece of writing, 
And I’m sorry, O, I’m sorry, but I’m sure, 
That after all, I’m nothing so exciting:— 
And I shan’t believe that fellow any more!

P. V.
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Tragos.
B.C. 458.
A BOWL-SHAPED depression in the side of an 

Athenian hill! sky, clear and pastel blue, con
trasting sharply with the green slopes of the grass, 
with the white stone of seats and buildings, and with 
the gaily coloured garments of the twenty thousand 
people that wait expectantly for the performance in 
the orchestra below them. Every seat is full; Athens 
is on holiday for the feast of Dionysus and to crown its 
day’s pleasures the Theatre is to give a new ‘Tragedy,’ 
a new ‘Goat Song’. Old men with white beards, lean
ing on their staffs, sit side by side with boys in short 
tunics fresh from the gymnasium, and the fairest of 
Athenian maidens jostle with mothers who strive vainly 
to recognise their sons beneath the masks of the chorus. 
Sellers of fruit and of cooling drinks, calling their 
wares, pass along the stone terraces to supply refresh
ments to the crowds. A hush falls as the Watchman 
appears in the Orchestra, and every ear is strained to 
catch his words:

“Grant, O ye Gods! a respite from this toil: 
Night after night, this livelong year, I’ve sate 
Crouched like a watch dog on the palace roof 
Of Atreus’ son, and viewed yon starry conclave, 
These glorious dynasts of the sky, that bear 
Winter and Summer round to mortal men.”

Slowly the Chorus move out towards him through 
the fluted columns of the proscenium and begin to 
speak. The story unrolls: Agamemnon arrives and 
treads the fatal carpet, Cassandra utters her terrible 
prophesies and the audience despair at the ignorance 
of the old men who cannot understand. The palace 
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doors are at last opened, death has taken his toll, the 
curse on the House of Atreus has moved a step further 
along its relentless path. The audience, knowing all 
the time what was to happen, is tired and satisfied; 
with the calm serenity of ordered emotions it rises and 
streams from the theatre to praise or to blame this new 
handling of the old story. Night falls and the long 
lines of white stone lie empty in the moonlight.

The Scene changes, and another Dionysia arises.

A.D. 1931.
A pall of smoke hangs in the air—scented with a 

hundred odours, from Cuba to Grasse, and from Havana 
to the Champs Elysees. Perhaps there are a thousand 
here to watch the spectacle—five hundred men forced 
into uncomfortable and insanitary clothes, five hundred 
women in silks, bare arms and backs, painted like the 
puppets in an Italian show and jangling with barbaric 
jewellery. Catgut scrapes on catgut in the pit before 
them and to a blare of trumpeting the curtain rises. 
On the terrace of an ugly and improbable hotel dance 
the “Fifty Rudder Girls” in short and highly coloured 
bathing costumes—girls who look of the age to be still 
at school, or at least making cakes in their mothers’ 
kitchens. In a few moments the scene changes and off 
we go on a world tour. The Fifty Girls become Jap
anese Geisha girls, Red Indian squaws, and dusky 
African belles—singing always in the voice of Broad
way—in a matter of minutes. The principal characters 
pursue each other, in an endless variety of clothes, over 
mountains and bathing beaches, through bedrooms and 
club houses, with the hero and the cutie, the irate father 
and the newspaper reporter, the family jewels and the 
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secret formula inextricably mixed in a phantasmagoria 
of coloured lights and whirling legs. Finally the girl 
with the peroxide hair sinks languidly into the arms of 
the sleek young man with black side whiskers and amid 
a forest of waving buttocks and shrieking ‘baby’ songs 
the curtain comes down with a run. With its collars 
rather damp and its paint rather smeared the audience 
crawls away to swallow cocktails or to imitate stage 
caresses in dark taxi-cabs.

O Dionysus, is this thy so much vaunted Festival?
The god himself is sitting in the Far Away, sadly 

watching, and turning a reproachful eye on Thespis as 
though to say, “What have you done? Have your 
bright ideals come but to this?”

‘Tragos’—a Goat. ‘Tragoi’—Goats. “...the sheep 
and the goats...” Are we the sheep? ...or are we the 
goats?

Buskin.

Censors in Eden.

THERE appeared in the last number of The Dial 
a remarkable article by one who proclaimed 

himself ‘to be and to continue to be a Conservative 
and a Loyalist’ entitled ‘For King and Empire’. This 
patriot wrote to protest against the banning of a cer
tain play ‘Roar, China’ and a film ‘The Blue Express’. 
His most important conclusions seemed to be (1) that 
these two plays ought not to have been banned and 
(2) that the Censor ought to be a man under 50. It was 
interesting to find this Conservative swelling the out
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cry which is so inevitable and unfailing in these cases 
as to be positively dull. He admits ‘for the sake of 
argument with some reluctance’, as we should expect 
a Loyalist and a Conservative to do, that a Censorship 
may be necessary for some obscure purpose.

We cannot admit this even with reluctance and for 
the sake of argument. A censorship is not only un
necessary, it is impossible. It was complained in the 
article referred to that the Censorship was inconsistent 
and not impartial. But what would you? How can 
it be otherwise? No one who defends this strange 
relic (or should one say ‘product’?) of barbarism 
would for a moment maintain that it should be in
consistent or impartial. If all the plays as anti- 
patriotic as ‘The Man of Destiny’, if all the films as 
obscene (I use Mr Kirk’s word, though I challenge him 
to define it) as 90 per cent, of the films shown in Cam
bridge, or of all the novels as decent—I refuse to use any 
other word of D. H. Lawrence—as ‘Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover’, were banned the Censorship could not remain; 
the protest against it would be too strong. The Censor
ship does not set out to keep all films and books ‘pure’ 
even according to its own standard; that it admittedly 
could not do. It can only attempt to keep some check 
on the production of these things by banning occasion
ally those which appear more blatant and extreme. 
On the occasions when it does this it must always 
appear inconsistent and unfair, even ludicrous and 
childish. Of course ‘Roar, China’ ought not to have 
been banned; but as long as a Censor, whoever it be, 
attempts to draw a line between what is indecent and 
what is decent, between what is subversive and what 
is friendly criticism, between Sin and Vice and Pleasure 
and Art, these ridiculous anomalies are bound to occur.
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Our contention is that the Author of ‘For King and 

Empire’ is complaining of the wrong thing. Instead 
of boldly asserting that the Censorship is obsolete, 
foolish, he merely joins in the wearisome cry that 
‘it ought not to have done it’. Perhaps Loyalty and 
Conservatism will permit him to do no more.

What does it matter whether the Censor is 80, 50 
or 2? No one man, prude, nonconformist, libertine 
or what you will, can possibly be in a position to ex
press ‘the general will’ in matters of morals or of 
patriotism: nor is any one man capable of controlling 
the minds of the public by deciding for them what 
films are fit for their enjoyment. Who is to distinguish 
between Art and Pornography? Who is to assert that 
Lawrence’s nudes are aesthetically fine and that Lewis 
Baumer’s drawings are indecent and without aesthetic 
merit?

And if an individual is unfit to perform the task, a 
committee is much more so. Perhaps a body of en
lightened men of all ages? they might agree for a 
week. Perhaps the House of Commons, a so-called 
representative body. Parliament has already far more 
business than it can possibly attend to, and it would be 
hard to find a body of men less fitted to judge the fitness 
of anything, from a pugdog to a Shakespeare play. 
Perhaps the dignitaries of the Church: with a different 
Kirk in Scotland—one likes to imagine Gretna Green 
cinemas and bookshops. Let us admit it; we have no 
individual and no institution in this country which is 
fit to legislate in matters of literature and art: and let 
us be free of these Loyalists and Conservatives who 
complain at intervals that the Censorship is ‘neither 
consistent nor impartial’.
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Queens’ House, Rotherhithe.
DURING the first part of August, about twenty 

of the boys from Queens’ House were in camp 
at Marlborough. The camp was run by Mr Vanston, 
the Missioner, and a few undergraduates. The site 
was excellent, and in spite of very bad weather, they 
had a successful fortnight.

Shortly after camp Mr Vanston resigned, since he 
had obtained a living at Mitcham. The College owes 
him a debt of gratitude for the work he lias done at 
Rotherhithe in connection with the Mission. He carried 
on well under great difficulties, and won the respect 
of all the men and boys who came to the club. Lieu
tenant H. G. W. Bache was elected as his successor. 
He and Mr Hills, Vicar of the parish in which Queens’ 
House is situated, came up to Cambridge on Friday, 
Nov. 20th, and gave an account of the work. Mr Bache 
said he hoped that Queens’ House would maintain its 
high traditions, and before long regain the influence 
it had in Rotherhithe before the War. They both 
emphasised the value of visits by undergraduates of 
the College. Anyone who can spare the time to go 
down for a day or two would be very welcome and 
could be of great help there.

The balance sheet for the past year shews a con
siderable drop in subscriptions from undergraduates. 
It is hoped that this will be remedied during the pre
sent year, so that the work of the Mission will not 
be unduly hindered.

Undergraduate members of the College who desire 
to visit Queens’ House may stay there at the following 
charges:

Single night ... Bed and Breakfast 3/6.
,, „ Dinner, ,, ,, 5/6.

F. M. Jones, Hon. Sec.
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Poppy Day.
IN spite of the financial state of the country, Poppy 

Day was this year a greater success than ever. 
The College collected in a variety of ways the record 
sum of £115. 17s. 0d. towards the University total of 
£2,800.

This year we tried to decentralize the organizing as 
far as possible. A committee was appointed with re
presentatives from each of the United Clubs, each of 
which took on the organization of different schemes. 
The Sale of Poppies both on the highway and on the 
House-to-House collection realised a large total, but 
without doubt the major portion was collected (or 
should I say extracted!) from the public by means of 
various “stunts”. These included spectacular leaps 
into the river from Silver Street Bridge by the “Human 
Fire-Brands” F. M. Jones and H. B. Vaughan-Price. 
A Dragon organized by the Boat Club paraded the 
streets and was accompanied by St George (K. Bergin) 
mounted on a horse. An overturned Trojan on the 
main London Road aroused the curiosity of passing 
motorists, who were horrified to discover corpses littered 
around the remains of the car. However, when they 
realised that the accident was only ‘staged’, they were 
generous in their contributions.

A Bull Fight (jointly run with Trinity Hall) was 
enacted in the Market Square during the morning, and 
at the Playhouse Cinema during the evening.

It is impossible to record all the activities of the 
College but they were numerous and exciting.

J. P. H. Warner 
D. A. Gray Hon. Secs.
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St Margaret Society.

THERE have been two meetings of the Society 
during the term.

CONCERT, NOVEMBER 1st.

1. Sonatina ... ... ... ... Ravel 
C. E. H. Boys

2. Songs “The Vagabond” ... Vaughan-Williams 
“Bright is the ring of words” Vaughan-Williams 
“Old clothes and fine clothes” ... Martin Shaw 

D. G. Longden

3. (a) Sonatina ... ... ... ... Busoni 
(b) Largo ... ... ... ... C.  E. H. Boys 
(c) Allegro Barbaro ... ... ... Bartòk 

C. E. H. Boys
4. (a) “Song of the Seal-woman” ... ... Harold Scott 

(b) “Violets” ... ... ... William Allwyn 
(c) Prelude ... ... ... N. E. Wallbank 

N. E. Wallbank

5. Beethoven’s ‘Emperor’ Concerto played on the Gramophone

ORGAN RECITAL, NOVEMBER 15th.

By the College Organist.

1. Four Chorale Preludes ... ... ... ... Bach

2. (a) Idylle 
(b) Romance  ... ... ... ... Macdowell 
(c) Legend

3. Three Choral-vorspiele ... ... ... Max Reger

4. Fugue in E flat ... ... ... ... Bach
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CONCERT, NOVEMBER 29th.

1. Trio for Flute, Clarinet and Piano ... ... Loeillet 
C. H. Dawkins, B. G. Levy, N. E. Wallbank

2. Song-Cycle “The Land of Lost Content” John Ireland 
J. R. Stevens, J. S. Dawes

3. (a) Sonata for Violin and Piano in E ... Handel 
(b) Adagio Expressioso ... ... ... ... Bach 

E. A. Maxwell, N. E. Wallbank
4. Songs (a) “Linden Lea” ... ... Vaughan-Williams 

(b) “Bright is the ring of words” Vaughan-Williams 
H. E. Warrington

5. Piano Solo (a) Prelude and Fugue in B major 
(b) Three-part invention in E ...  Bach 
(c)  „ „ A minor . 

J. S. Dawes
6. Songs (a) “Brittany” ... ... ... Bullock 

(b) “When I was one-and-twenty” ... Somerville 
(c) “The Vagabond” ... Vaughan-Williams 

H. E. Warrington

7. Piano Solos (a) Extract from ‘Children’s Corner’ Debussy 
(b) Dance for Harpsichord ... Delius 

J. S. Dawes

We take this opportunity of thanking all those who 
have performed in the concerts this term, and also 
Mr Boys for the use of his room on November 1st. 
It might also be pointed out that these concerts are 
open to all members of the College, and that the 
attendance might be improved.

P. L. C. Price, Hon. Sec.
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History Society.
THIS term the Society, with Mr Laffan as President, 

has held three well-attended meetings, and has 
added four books to the College Library.

At the first meeting, on October 22nd, the Secretary 
attempted a sketch of Frederick II. in which it was 
suggested that the Emperor, through lack of sympathy 
with his age, failed to make that contribution to pro
gress which his unparalleled opportunities and abilities 
would have led one to expect of him.

The second meeting was held on November 11th and 
was occupied by an illuminating survey of the Medieval 
Inquisition by P. Allen. The growth of the institution, 
along with its methods and procedure, was fully and 
clearly dealt with; and in a retrospective coda, it was 
concluded that the Inquisition, in satisfying the needs 
and demands of medieval society, betrayed the essential 
beliefs of the religion of which it was supposedly the 
champion.

At the last meeting of the term on November 26th, 
most of us broke virgin ground in following the enter
taining Critique of Surtees’ novels given in a paper 
of absorbing interest from Mr A. Steel of Christ’s. The 
novels, mere names to all but a few enthusiasts, were 
presented as the Saga of English middle-class rural life 
in the mid-nineteenth century. Under Mr Steel’s guid
ance, we were led into an England that has long since 
been bricked over by housing-schemes, and run over 
by motor-cars. We listened regretfully to the tale of 
a time when country life was still the bucolic whirligig 
which only survives in Hardy’s Wessex—when parson 
and village chemist rode to the hunt, and Jorrocks, 
the sporting grocer, was Master of the Hounds.

R. C. Latham, Hon. Sec.
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Q. C. C. U.

ON Wednesday, November 18th a meeting was held 
in the Dean’s rooms, when P. L. C. Price was 

elected President in place of C. G. R. Pouncey who 
resigned. The Rev. J. A. G. Ainley then gave an 
interesting and extremely forceful talk on “Sincerity.”

The College Corporate Communion was held on 
Wednesday, November 25th, the Dean being the 
celebrant. About 25 members of the College were 
present. At this service we greatly missed our Presi
dent who was always so eager that there should be a 
greater fellowship between men of different views.

S. H. Chase, Hon. Sec.

The Guild of St Bernard.

THREE very successful meetings were held during 
the term in College, and four Guild Eucharists 

were held in Little St Mary’s Church, the average 
attendance at the meetings were about twenty, and 
twelve at the Eucharists.

At the first meeting in the Chaplain’s rooms we 
welcomed once more the Rev. W. S. A. Robertson, an 
old Queens’ man, and an original member of the Guild, 
who spoke about “Anglo Catholicism.” He explained 
his subject clearly, and gave us the reasons why he was 
an Anglo-Catholic. In the discussion which followed, 
is was very encouraging to see the interest which this 
subject had aroused, especially amongst the freshmen.
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The second meeting was held in the Secretary’s rooms 

when the Rev. Gordon Childs, Vicar of Foxton, gave 
a remarkably interesting and thoughtful address on 
“The Christian attitude to Pain.” Father Childs was 
fully qualified to talk on this subject, as he had himself 
been unfortunately badly smashed during the War, and 
had spent three painful years in hospital. He stressed 
the point that the problem of Pain was not the same 
as that of Evil, although they were generally connected. 
It was sometimes God’s will, but never His wish, that 
we should suffer pain. Considerable help was reaped 
from the discussion which followed, especially as the 
Chaplain, Father Partridge, and Dr Youngman gave 
us some of their own personal experiences and opinions.

The last meeting of the term was held in the Secre
tary’s rooms when the Rev. C. P. Hankey, Vicar of 
Little St Mary’s, gave an address on “the Eucharistic 
Sacrifice.” He explained that the Last Supper, Calvary, 
and Holy Communion are a coherent whole, and not 
three isolated facts. Many problems were dealt with 
in the discussion that followed, and we are grateful to 
Father Hankey for elucidating many little points.

The alms at the Eucharists were given to Queens’ 
House, the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa, 
the Anglo-Catholic Ordination Fund, and the Mission
ary Association of Little St Mary’s. Three new mem
bers were admitted during the term.

B. Chapman, Hon. Sec.
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Ryle Society.

SUBJECT for discussion—“Is there a Personal God.” 
The subject was dealt with both from the 

Christian and from the Agnostic points of view, the 
two speakers being the Rev. Arthur Cribble of Queens’ 
and Mr G. C. Morris of King’s. The following findings 
are the result of the final discussion.
The Majority:—

1. The question at issue involves moral standards as 
well as religious beliefs. Theistic ethics stand or fall with 
theistic belief.

2. Materialism is intellectually discredited by modern 
physics and philosophy, because it has become clear that 
we know nothing of matter as it is in itself but only as it 
produces mental reaction in us. If we know anything at 
all, it is mental truth.

3. Among our mental experiences religious experience 
is valid objective evidence for the existence of a personal 
God.

4. Those who have had this experience have as good 
reason to believe in God as to believe in the existence of 
other men.

5. The external world gives good reason for believing 
that it embodies design, for :—

(a.) Inorganic world (to which natural selection can
not apply) seems designed to sustain organic life.

(b.) We, who are part of the world, are ourselves 
beings with purpose, and the more so as our evolution 
progresses.
6. The problem of suffering produces the severest 

challenge to theistic faith, but: —
(a.) Belief in eternal life puts suffering in a more 

beneficial light.
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(b.) Most suffering is due to human freewill.
(c.) The Cross of Christ leads us to believe that all 

suffering may be made redemptive.
Some of the arguments on the other side were:—

1. Christian ethics are by no means perfect.
2. There is no freewill and therefore materialism is 

probably true.
3. Religious experience can be explained by psychology. 

Its value is independent of its truth, and it is not a 
harmonious whole.

4. It is quite possible to live satisfactorily without belief 
in God.

5. The wastefulness of nature either implies that there 
is no place or that it is a bad one.

6. It is always bad to inflict pain, however good the 
result it produces.

S. H. Chase, Hon. Sec.

Q. C. A. F. C.

AT the commencement of the present term, five Old 
Colours were in residence. Of last year’s team, 

the complete defence was available for this season; but 
Sixsmith, last year’s left-wing half, has been unable to 
turn out because of a damaged ankle. Fortunately 
this vacancy has been filled with some success by a 
Freshman. The forward line presented several diffi
culties. Of the many soccer-playing freshmen, three 
proved themselves worthy of a trial in the forwards. 
In the first three matches of the season we scored very 
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few goals. This was probably due to the inside 
forwards being slow in distributing the ball, the 
inability of the half-backs to give long accurate passes 
to the wings, and to the wing men, when they did get 
the ball, being unable to put their centres into the goal 
mouth. Several re-arrangements were necessary before 
we constructed a forward line, led by a thrustful centre- 
forward, with inside forwards who have realised that 
solo attempts are only rarely successful and that it is 
much more effective if the ball is kept moving.

If our last line of defence keeps up its present 
standard of play, only sheer bad luck will break the 
team’s run of success. Up to the time of going to press, 
we have not lost a league match : and now that pro
motion is in sight, it is hoped that the members of the 
team will do their utmost to make its attainment 
certain.

It has been possible this term to run a completely 
independent second eleven which has met with great 
success.

Full colours have been awarded to C. V. Tillett and 
C. R. D. Tuckey ; and Half Colours to R. A. S. Farn
field, J. C. Frost and C. R. Stephan.

W. J. West, Hon. Sec.

Q. C. B. C.

A IV. went to Henley and entered for the Visitors 
and the Wyfolds. It is a great pity they could 

not have had a few more days coaching. They were 
being well coached by Mr Drinkwater, and were just 
coming on to the top of their form and if the races 
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had been three days later they would probably have 
been very successful. As it was they were beaten in 
good races: in the Visitors by Third Trinity, and in 
the Wyfolds by Vesta R.C.

Henley IV.
bow A. F. Martindale

2 G. Gray
3 C. A. J. Barrington

str. D. Bailey

Owing to the lack of coaches this term no IV. was 
entered for either of the events. Instead it was decided 
to concentrate on the Head-of-the-River Race to be 
rowed on November 28th.

The Trial Eights race was rowed on November 21st. 
With a view to the increasing number of entries for 
the Head-of-the-River Race it was decided to row the 
race over the Lock-to-Lock course and to handicap 
the crews. “A” crew was coached by J. E. N. Russell, 
and “B” crew by A. W. Hart. A. W. Hart’s crew won 
easily, receiving a start of 1¼ mins., and winning by 
37 secs.

J. E. N. Russell’s Crew.
bow J. W. T. Lilley

2 J. C. P. Sloan
3 F. A. R. Chapman
4 R. S. Bickerton
5 R. E. Ellmer
6 S. H. Chase
7 J. W. Edwards

str. D. H. Sconce
cox D. G. Gamble

A. W. Hart’s Crew.

bow B. J. E. White
2 E. J. Pitt
3 D. M. L. Walters
4 R. C. Plaistowe
5 A. B. Turner
6 L. H. E. Bury
7 T. G. Browne

str. W. A. S. Blackden
cox H. Leaderman

J. E. N. Russell, Hon. Sec.
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Q. C. C. C.

ON paper the season was hardly a successful one, 
with five matches lost, six drawn, and only 

three won. The brunt of the bowling fell on H. S. Wig
field, D. A. Gray and R. A. S. Farnfield, but the batting 
was reliable down to number 8. We were fortunate in 
having in A. S. Wigfield, a wicket-keeper who was 
always sound and sometimes brilliant: but work in the 
field was prone to unaccountable lapses, and fell below 
standard. Of the Seniors D. A. Gray and J. G. Boddy 
made a lot of runs, and Gray headed the bowling 
averages. A. S. Wigfield, R. A. S. Farnfield, and 
A. T. Brock were the most promising of the Freshmen. 
Farnfield, a very good all-rounder is to be congratulated 
on his performance in the Freshmen’s Match and his 
election to the Crusaders. Finally a word of ap
preciation is due to G. R. Brand for his able captaincy.

Weather interfered considerably with the fixture list. 
The Second XI. was particularly unfortunate, as only 
five matches were played. Of these two were drawn 
and three lost.

Full Colours were awarded to:—R. W. Whitmore, 
J. G. Boddy, D. A. Gray, R. A. S. Farnfield, A. S. Wig
field and A. T. Brock. Half-colours to:—J. H. Williams, 
P. T. W. Tranter, C. E. Powell and J. R. Rose.

H. S. Wigfield was appointed Captain for 1932 and 
R. A. S. Farnfield, Hon. Secretary.
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AVERAGES.
Batting.

Total.
Highest 
score.

No. 
Inns.

Times 
not out. Average.

R. A. S. Farnfield 197 65 8 2 32.8
A. T. Brock 193 57 8 2 32.1
D. A. Gray 256 73* 9 1 32.0
J. G. Boddy 264 51* 11 2 29.3
G. R. Brand 160 39 7 0 22.8
H. S. Wigfield 157 67 9 1 19.6
A. S. Wigfield 155 59 11 1 15.5

* signifies not out.

Bowling.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Average.

D. A. Gray 102 17 362 21 18.2
C. E. Powell 36.4 1 169 9 18.6
R. A. S. Farnfield 93 18 300 14 21.4
H. S. Wigfield 148 15 533 18 29.6

W. L. Davies, Hon. Sec.

Q. C. H. C.

Captain  G. T. M. Mitchell.
Hon. Sec.  H. B. Parry.
Committee  T. H. Popley.

THE club was in many ways fortunate in having ten 
members of last year’s First XI. available for the 

present season. Such an optimistic outlook has been 
somewhat marred by the unfortunate injuries of two 
inside forwards, J. R. Rose and W. E. Evans, who have 
been kept out of the game for practically the whole 
term. This cannot, however, altogether account for the 
inability of the side as a whole. The forwards have 
lacked combination and stick-work, while their play 
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in the circle has been very weak; the defence, more
over have to learn to mark more closely—especially 
in the circle—and to pass to their own men.

The Second XI. have been much more successful, 
although depleted to fill vacancies in the First XI. 
Their defence has been sound, while their forwards, 
although inclined to be slow, have at times shown 
themselves capable of exploiting the ‘through’ pass 
with some success.

In addition it has been found possible to run a Third 
XI. with three matches a week. Unfortunately many 
of these have been scratched, owing to the wet state 
of the ground during the latter half of the term. The 
XI. was entered for the ‘Getting-on’ competition, and 
have reached the semi-final, defeating St Catharine’s 
Third XL in the first round.

We take this opportunity of congratulating G. T. M. 
Mitchell, who has been playing regularly for the ’Varsity, 
and T. M. Banham who played in the Freshmen’s 
match.

H. B. Parry, Hon. Sec.

Q. C. R. U. F. C.
Captain  D.  N. Matthews
Hon. Sec.  C.  E. Powell
Committee  H.  S. Wigfield

WE began this season with a complete back 
division and four forwards from last year’s 

team. Unfortunately we have never been able to field 
our strongest side as G. S. Waller has been playing 
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regularly for the ’Varsity and all the backs with one 
exception, have been out of the game through injuries 
at one time or another. The substitutes, however, have 
been quite good and we can look back with satisfaction 
on the term’s match record. Of the four matches 
which we lost, three were by the narrowest of margins 
and with a full side we should probably have been 
unbeaten. Next term we want a little more ‘life’ from 
the forwards—better handling amongst the backs and 
a tightening up of the defence all round. This ought 
to come as the result of keen competition for places 
and Full-Colours will have to fight as hard as anyone 
to keep in the side.

In conclusion we congratulate G. S. Waller on play
ing for the ’Varsity and commiserate with him over 
an injury that effectively spoilt his good chances of 
a blue.

C. E. Powell, Hon. Sec.
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